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BRAND VOICE AND MESSAGING

SUBMARK/ICON

PHOTO STYLES

by Bob 

BRAND IDENTITY MARKERS AND ASSETS

James

The main visual 
representation of the brand.

Should be used prominently on 
all main brand assets.

Warm and professional, reflecting
expertise. Approachable and
educational, fostering engagement.

Core principles and guiding actions.

Integrity, Innovation, Sustainability.

Alternative version of the
main logo.

Social media banners and email 
signatures.

Clear and concise, conveying
key points effectively.

Compact brand
representation or symbol.

Compact and suitable for 
favicon, watermark and PFP.

Ensure consistency in tone, language, and messaging across different channels to reinforce your
brand personality and values.

SECONDARY
For bodytext, paragraphs, and other supporting content.

Textures, elements, iconography, arrows etc
Use these to build and maintain identity. These visual cues reinforce brand recognition.

CHARACTERISTICS, THEMES AND MOODS

Vibrant, authentic, and focused on storytelling. Bold and impactful images that serve as the focal 
point of visual content, often featuring dynamic compositions, strong contrasts, and vibrant colors to 
grab attention and make a statement.

PRIMARY
For headlines, logos, and prominent text.

Apricots Font

VOICE & TONE

BRAND VALUES

MESSAGING STYLE

SECONDARYPRIMARY LOGO

AALYSSAA L Y S S A

ALYSSA MARIE
beauty and nails

Photo
Preset

New Release

www.reallygreatsite.com

Free
Download

3 simple ways to
ORGANIZE YOUR PANTRY

Take everything out
Go through each item and look at the use by date.

Categorize
Create categories of everything you have.

Use sticky notes
Before putting things back, map out your space
with sticky notes.

R E A L L Y G R E A T S I T E . C O M

Meet Your

Alyssa A
lvarado

I'm a certified coach with over 10
years of experience helping individuals
and teams achieve their goals. I'm
passionate about empowering my
clients to unlock their potential and
achieve meaningful results in both
their personal and professional lives.
I help my clients gain clarity, set
realistic goals, and develop actionable
plans to overcome obstacles and
achieve success.

123-456-7890

hello@reallygreatsite.com

Coach

SKIN CARE TIPS

3 steps to
IMPROVE

DARK MARKS
This is the daily 3 step system we
teach our clients to help improve
the appearance of pigmentation

and dark marks.

swipe for the tips...


